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Langston Hughes, in his autobiography The Big Sea, described spending
his Saturdays watching University of Kansas football games and stated
that he “heard the students yelling Walk-Chalk, Jayhawk, KU\” and that he
“felt bad” if Nebraska or Missouri beat his team (Hughes 1938, 15). Leav
ing aside the fact that the young Hughes misunderstood the University of
Kansas cheer (it is actually flod-Chalk, Jayhawk, KU!), the point is that
Hughes, like so many other African Americans in Lawrence, Kansas, at
the turn of the twentieth century, felt a connection to this university that
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opened its doors to them and, actually, Hughes’ own mother attended.
Indeed, at a time when most other institutions of higher education in the
country excluded ex-slaves from admission, the University of Kansas con
ferred degrees upon sixty African Americans by 1910 (African American
Jayhawks). However, while the university did allow ex-slaves to matricu
late, these students still experienced a degree of exclusion and encoun
tered barriers of racial segregation on campus. Thus, it is noteworthy and
impressive that they were able to navigate a system that suggested educa
tional opportunity and advancement but that also limited their access to
certain experiences. This article outlines the educational experiences of
African American students at the university from the 1870s to the 1920s
and includes a discussion on the racial and social tensions in Lawrence,
Kansas, and at the university during the years under study, a view of cam
pus life for African Americans, and profiles of several students. The ques
tions become: What drew these students to the university and how and
why did they stay? What institutional and/or community support systems
(if any) were in place? What was daily life like for them at this integrated
institution? How did they overcome racial barriers? What becomes evi
dent is that these early Jayhawks endured tremendous challenges in the
pursuit of academic excellence and, indeed, they believed they had a
right to the very same educational experiences as their white counter
parts.
The University of Kansas, like many institutions of higher education,
has a long and complicated history surrounding race and educational
opportunity. Indeed, the university’s very founding was contentious to say
the least. Its location in the city of Lawrence was hotly debated by Free
State proponents and pro-slavery groups, and prior to Kansas’ admit
tance to the Union, it was unclear which faction would control any state
university that would be established. C. S. Griffin (1966) suggests that the
romanticized notion that the university was only desired by freedom lov
ing men and women was just that—a fantasy. In fact, pro-slavery groups
and the non-political all wanted to see a state university realized for vari
ous economic and social reasons, and prior to statehood several proposals
under vying Constitutions were developed. By 1859, however, Free State
supporters widely outnumbered their opponents and their Wyandotte
Constitution required the creation of a state university. It would be the
Wyandotte Constitution under which Kansas received statehood in 1861.
At the Wyandotte Convention, a seven-member committee on education
and public institutions declared:
The legislature shall encourage the promotion of intellectual, moral, scien
tific, and agricultural improvement by establishing a uniform system of
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common schools, and schools of a higher grade, embracing normal, prepa
ratory, collegiate, and university departments. (Griffin 1966, 15)
In the end, the Constitution made no mention of excluding ex-slaves
or women from enrolling. The Free State coalition had won and their sen
sibilities regarding race and educational opportunity prevailed. So what
makes KU unique in a way is that pretty much at its inception, it—on
paper—offered African Americans a chance to seek advancement and
achieve and, in fact, they began matriculating in the 1870s. Also, during
the early years, these students were even allowed to participate in varsity
sports—something unheard of at most other white institutions in the
region (Warren 2010; Tuttle 2001). However, with the university’s conten
tious establishment in mind, there were challenges for African American
students of course—segregated housing and cafeteria options, racist pro
fessors who weren’t completely on board with admissions policies, and
financial woes. Nevertheless, several African American students in the late
1800s and early 1900s excelled at KU and became leaders in the commu
nity. I.F. Bradley, Sr., for example, earned his law degree in 1887 and later
established a successful practice in Kansas City, Kansas. He also served as
City Justice of the Peace, First Assistant County Attorney, and became the
owner and editor of the Wyandotte Echo newspaper (I.F. Bradley Memorial
Service Program 1978, 1). John Andrew Gregg, a graduate in 1902,
served in several ministries before becoming the president of Edward
Waters College in Jacksonville, Florida and later president of Wilberforce
University in Ohio. During World War II, as a representative of the frater
nal Council of Negro Churches, Gregg visited U.S. war fronts at the invi
tation of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. What emerges from their stories
is the reality that even amidst the ever-present cloud of racism that per
meated the region and nation, these students found a way to succeed
(“African American Jayhawks” n.d.; “No Dreams Deferred” n.d.). The
goal of this research is to illuminate some of these experiences and pro
vide an overall sense of what the university community offered (or did not
offer) these courageous students. Archival documents and personal col
lections, which include newspapers, yearbooks, personal letters, and pho
tographs, are used to identify significant themes.

PROVIDING SOME CONTEXT: AFRICAN AMERICAN
ENROLLMENT A N D EXPERIENCES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
IN THE LATE 1800S A N D EARLY 1900S

The University of Kansas story is situated in a broader context of varying
educational opportunity on a national scale. As has been well-docu-
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merited (Anderson 1988; Siddle-Walker 2000; Gasman and Geiger 2012),
African Americans have been on an unending quest for educational
opportunity since they were brought to this country in chains. After the
Civil War, this mission only became more pronounced. Anderson asserts:
Former slaves were the first native southerners to depart from the planters’
ideology of education and society and to campaign for universal, state sup
ported public education ... Blacks emerged from slavery with a strong belief
in the desirability of learning to read and write. This belief was expressed in
the pride with which they talked of other ex-slaves who learned to read or
write in slavery and in the esteem in which they held literate blacks. (Ander
son 1988, 2)

Thus, they actively campaigned and partnered with organizations that
would bring the reality of educational opportunity to fruition. In the
South, Anderson notes, “from the Reconstruction Era through the Great
Depression black higher education ... existed essentially through a system
of private liberal arts colleges” (122). These were established primarily by
northern white benevolent societies, black religious organizations, and
large corporate philanthropic groups or wealthy individuals. Northern
missionary societies, Anderson states, were “the most prominent in the
early crusade to establish institutions of higher education for ex-slaves
and were largely responsible for sustaining the leading black colleges,”
(123). Fisk University, Clark, Meharry Medical College, Morehouse, and
Spelman were among these. Further, Troy Duster (2009) notes:
The black colleges would come to provide a kind of supportive environment
for black students, and generate and nurture leadership independent from
direct control by whites. These colleges had a near monopoly on the train
ing of the black elite ... Almost all African Americans who were college-edu
cated in the U.S. attended these “traditionally black colleges” prior to the
Brown v. Board of Education decision of 1954. (104)

These black colleges would come to symbolize the ultimate path to eco
nomic and social advancement:
These institutions would serve to educate more than 97 percent of African
American students over the next nine decades. Meanwhile, traditionally
white colleges were educating nearly 100 percent of the nation’s White stu
dents. In 1967, only two percent of all African Americans attending U.S.
higher education institutions were enrolled in traditionally white colleges
and universities.(104)

Thus, in the Midwest during the time of this study most black students
attended Historically Black Colleges and Universities like Lincoln Uni-
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versity in Missouri or others and only a few chose to enroll predominantly
white state flagship institutions that allowed them to do so. And the Uni
versity of Kansas enrolled the most. According to Richard Breaux (2012),
Black students desegregated Midwestern predominantly white institutions
in the 1870s, but only at KU did their numbers begin to grow in any signifi
cant manner before 1899 ... For many blacks in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, KU symbolized one of the most racially progressive col
leges in the United States (emphasis mine). (140)

Breaux’s essay, which outlines the experiences of African American stu
dents at six Midwestern predominantly white flagship institutions (the
Universities of Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minne
sota) from 1882-1937, asserts that while these institutions did admit ex
slaves, they also were places of open hostility and racial degradation—
with campus newspapers depicting cartoonish pictures of black students
and minstrel shows becoming commonplace:
Many of the first blacks at predominantly white flagship institutions were
praised and damned by their fellow white classmates. Whites admitted a few
blacks into some student groups and barred most blacks from others. While
some black students sought entrance into mostly white social spaces, others
did not. Still others were too busy spending their time between work and
school to become involved with campus activities (142).

The University of Kansas seemed to follow this trend, Breaux sug
gests, and he states that, “a handful of African American students at KU
found acceptance from the white classmates despite an equally obvious
climate of white racial hostility” (142). In fact, Blanch Kelso Bruce, con
sidered the first black to graduate from KU in 1885, earned a place in
the Orophillian Society, an all-male literary club (142). However, Breaux
notes, the student paper, the University Courier, published a letter by a
white student shortly after Bruce’s graduation that openly stated,
“When we say there should be equality, we do not mean there should be
community. No matter how much we contend with the idea, the fact
remains there is an impassable gulf between the races.... For this rea
son we do not wish to associate with the Negroes ...” (143). Breaux
argues that as black enrollment increased among these predominantly
white institutions in the Midwest, so did racial hostility among whites
and that soon, racist policies and procedures often sanctioned by the
institution followed.
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FAR ABOVE THE GOLDEN VALLEY

With this contextual data in mind, the history of the founding of the
state of Kansas is well-documented (Warren 2010; Miner 2002), but, for
our purposes, it is important to understand that the ex-slaves who
attended the University of Kansas in the very early years did so in an
era of extreme racial and social paradox. Many of them fled to Kansas
from the brutalities of the south on the promise that there would be
land and opportunity available to them, and of course, a better life.
However, the realities of race were never far from their existence. Wil
liam Tuttle (2001) asserts:
For African Americans die state of Kansas has always functioned on two lev
els, one symbolic and romanticized, the other harshly real and truly unfor
tunate. In Kansas territory in the 1850s, settlers fought against the
enslavement of people of African descent; and in the early 1860s, they
voted to repudiate slavery and enter the Union as a free state ... Kansas ...
the place where John Brown waged guerilla warfare against chattel slavery,
represented the “promised land” of freedom and equality. In response,
freed people came to Kansas, filled with hope. Once in Kansas, however,
African Americans encountered the unrelenting force of the color line ...
This conflict between lofty ideals and racist realities has been the central
theme of the African American history in Kansas. (139)

But it cannot be overstated that the very idea of freedom over oppres
sion and violent tyranny was of course an attractive notion, and so even if
the result of migration was enduring racism, that probably seemed a bet
ter option. Thus, with the status of Kansas’ statehood undetermined dur
ing the early 1800s, African Americans hoped they could make for
themselves a decent life there. Indeed, African Americans first came to
Kansas in the 1820s, some free, others enslaved, and the territory of
course had several important stops along the Underground Railroad. In
1854, the territory became “Bleeding Kansas,” the nation’s battleground
over slavery, and in 1860, Kansas adopted a constitution that prohibited it
and finally entered the union as a free state in 1861 (Miner 2002). Thou
sands of emigrants arrived in Kansas during the Civil War, working on
farms or as domestic servants. Some also served as combat troops. In fact
Tuttle notes that “in 1862 in Missouri, Kansas black troops were the first
black troops in the country to engage the Confederate enemy in military
action” (140). Upon the war’s end, the population of free African Ameri
cans in the state jumped significantly and by 1870, over 12,000 ex-slaves
called Kansas home. The black population in Lawrence also increased,
with over a thousand newly freed men and women settling there.
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Then, in 1877, a second great wave of black migration began to Kansas ...
Various factors coalesced to trigger [this Exodus]: Reconstruction had
ended and, with it, all hope for racial equality in the South. Both political
repression and poverty were widespread, and with white supremacy
entrenched in the South, blacks even feared that slavery might be reestab
lished. They needed to act, and, in [their] minds, Kansas was both a beacon
of freedom and a place where they could own their farms. (140)
These “Exodusters,” as they were called, came by the thousands—in
fact, some 40,000-70,000 or so migrated to Kansas between 1878 and
1880. The leader of the Exoduster movement, former slave Benjamin
“Pap” Singleton, aggressively pursued the development of African Ameri
can settlements throughout the state, and flyers advertised that “all col
ored people who wanted to come to Kansas could do so for $5.00” (“All
Colored People,” Kansas Memory 2012, 1). Thus, during this time many
migrated to towns all over the state—some to the already established
black town of Nicodemus in western Kansas and others in Tennesseetown,
an area just outside of Topeka. And many, many more gathered their
meager belongings, believed in the promise of a dignified life, listened to
the call to uproot their families, and setded in the golden valley that was
and is Lawrence. In fact, by 1880, some 2000 or so—or nearly 25% of the
town’s total population—built homes, worked farms, and raised their fam
ilies there (Tuttle 2001). Indeed, in the final decades of the nineteenth
century, African Americans in Lawrence, Kansas, operated various busi
nesses, established church communities, ran newspapers, created thriving
social clubs, participated in the electoral process, and sent their children
to school.
These new settlers grew to accept that Lawrence was a town steeped in
contradictions—it was at once the place known for embracing its free state
roots, but that also allowed for the senseless lynching of three black men
for supposedly beating a white man to death in 1882 (Tuttle 2001). It was
the town that symbolized the movement of the abolitionists, so much so
that pro-slavery Confederate fighter William Quantrill raided it in 1863,
burning just about every structure to the ground and brutally murdering
150 unarmed men. Quantrill’s Raid, which nearly resulted in the com
plete destruction of the town on every level—practically, financially, mor
ally—served to ignite in the surviving townspeople the belief that they
could overcome and withstand the most brutal forms of tyranny, and
indeed they continue to take pride in the fact that they rebuilt the city
after Quantrill’s horrific attack (Armitage 2010). And with that rebuilding
came the notion that Lawrence stood for freedom and acceptance of those
held in bondage. So, it came as an unhappy surprise when the Exodusters
were confronted with some of the same racist attitudes that drove them
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from the South and the fact that not all white folks were happy to see
them (Campney 2010).
But the African American citizens of Lawrence demanded equity and
urged the boycotting of businesses that were racist very soon after the war.
In fact, the annual Kansas State Colored Convention was held in Law
rence in 1866 to “demand political equality and end racial discrimina
tion, and where they: Resolved that it is anti-democratic, inhuman and
unjust of the proprietors of stages, railroad cars, barber shops, hotels and
saloons, to exclude us on account of color from an equal enjoyment of the
conveniences of these public institutions” (Tuttle 2001, 142). And so these
very newly freed men and women understood not only their predicament
as the violently oppressed, but how political machinations and infrastruc
tures might be used to bring about change. They also knew that the only
path to social mobility and ultimate freedom was through the doors of the
academy, and they valued the educational process tremendously, enroll
ing their children in school and plotting their futures. In Lawrence, some
would do so in a dual, segregated system: “While many Kansas communi
ties, especially in rural areas, had racially mixed schools, others did not.
In 1879 the Kansas legislature gave cities with populations above 10,000
the authority to establish racially separate schools” (142).
Lawrence actually did just that five years earlier, opening a school for
black students in 1874, but these children nonetheless received a rela
tively decent education. Tuttle notes:
African American children generally received a good education in Kansas
whether in integrated or all-black schools. Access to high-quality schools was
the primary motivation for southern migration to Kansas, and the illiteracy
rate for African Americans dropped dramatically from 32.8 percent in 1890
to only 8.8 percent in 1920. (145)

Further, many of these students went to school with one goal in mind: To
ascend Mount Oread and attend the University of Kansas. In Lawrence,
they could see the great structure that was Fraser Hall sitting atop the
Mount, and they wondered how a building could be so big and what great
things must be happening inside. And this was a place that essentially said
to them: We will let you in. So, for them, amidst the shame of segregation
and the emotional harshness of the town, stood a place that might allow
them to pursue their dreams.
G R EET W E T H E N O U R FO STER M O T H E R

This was certainly the case for the Harvey family, who landed in Lawrence
in 1863 to sharecrop and hopefully provide educational opportunity to
their children. David and Rebecca (Brooks) Harvey had four sons, Wil-
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liam (who was born in slavery), Sherman, Grant, and Edward. The three
youngest sons all attended KU, and it is clear from their recollections that
they believed very deeply in the pursuit of knowledge and in their right to
attend the institution. They understood the horrible nature of their par
ents’ childhood experiences, and that neither of their parents knew how
to read or write. Edward S. Harvey wrote of his mother, Rebecca Brooks:
She was born in North Carolina (she did not know when or where nor the
name of her mother). Why? Because as a baby she was given as chattel for a
debt one man owed to another. The creditor took the baby for the debt and
gave her to the Brooks lady to raise. The name Rebecca was given to the
child. (Harvey, E. 1945, 1)

Rebecca would later be sold to a plantation in Arkansas, where she grew
up and married David Harvey, whose father was the overseer. Of his par
ents, Edward said, “[They] taught [us] obedience at home and in school
and of the laws of the State. Father told us on leaving home for school,
‘learn, behave, and tend to your own business.’ Mother, being a devout
Christian added ‘prayer.’” He went on to say that his parents “suffered
many hardships,” upon their arrival in Lawrence, but that their determi
nation paid off, and that “at the end of five years [of sharecropping] they
were able to buy a few acres of land, begin to farm for themselves, and
add a few acres at a time until [David’s] death in 1893.” Indeed, they had
acquired 100 acres of land and had greatly improved it, working strenu
ously to provide a decent life for themselves and their children (Harvey,
E. 1945, 3).
Sherman remembered it similarly, and in writing about his own child
hood, his ancestry, and his development of identity, in a memoir written
partly third person, he stated:
This little black boy was born on October 6, 1864, at Lawrence, Kansas, of
parents who could not read or write because they had been slaves, and the
best part of their lives had been given involuntarily and forcibly to others.
Their forefathers—some of them had ranged along the Congo or the Niger,
some along the Mississippi, and some along the Thames, the Rhine, the
Seine or some other European river. Perhaps the Negro, Indian, and Cauca
sian blood in this little black boy’s veins cause him to grow up and develop a
mind and opinions of his own, and traits which could be traced to each of
the races mentioned, and went to make up the characteristics that marked
his individuality, which he frequently, and rather proudly referred to as the
“savage” in himself.... He dared to express his opinions; and respected the
opinions of others. (Harvey, S. 1933, 1)

He also stated that his parents clearly wanted him to be able to do just
that—express his opinions, and they knew he would need the foundation
of formal schooling to do so:
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My parents, wishing their children to have some education, when I reached
school age, sent me to school along with the other children. It was the little
stone school house on the hill a mile away, where I mingled with the other
children of the neighborhood, a great majority of whom were white as were
the teachers. It was a great contrast to the childhood of my parents ... It was
here, on weekdays, I learned two added or multiplied by itself makes four,
and ... the lessons here learned together with the teachings of my parents,
proved to be my most useful and helpful asset in my varied life that was to
follow. With no [academic] help from home, except what the older children
could give, by ambition, will, and study, I was able to rank among the best of
my classmates. (Harvey, S. 1933, 1)
H e fu rth er stated th at there was no form al graduation, only a “quituatio n ,” which took place w hen a student couldn’t learn, got too old to go to
school, or knew as m uch as the teacher did. In Sherm an’s case, he
belonged to th e last class—knowing as m uch as the teacher—and he quit
school at seventeen. But h e asserted, “I had not been very far from the
place o f my birth, but I knew there was a great w orld beyond filled with
people an d things that I knew little or nothing about, and o f which I
longed to know and becom e a p a rt.” And while he h ad learned how to
make for him self a living off o f the land, he also knew he needed form al
schooling to reach his full potential.
The University could plainly be seen from our yard, six miles away as the
crow flies. I had been there twice, first when Fraser hall was being built. I
was amazed at its size and the number of men engaged in shaping and lay
ing the stones used in its construction; and I wondered why such a large
building was needed for school purposes. I came away wondering what it
was all about, little dreaming that one day I would go there to school. Sec
ond, [I went there] to see and learn what was done at commencement,
which was so much talked about in the papers. I went with my brother.
There was a large crowd, mostly town folks, well-dressed, cheerful and
friendly. The exercises consisted of music, speeches by some of the gradu
ates and the commencement speaker. I saw some of the graduates receive
their diplomas, flowers and applause, and it kindled in me the inspiration
and ambition to go there and get an education which would better fit me for
service and usefulness. (Harvey S. 1933, 3)
H e said o f his desire to seek higher education and o f his u n d erstanding of
its significance that:
I would be a seeker after truth—the truth. This would be greater than any
avocation or profession; greater than being a hero; greater than being a cit
izen; greater than being a patriot; I have learned since experience, due to
human frailties, it is no easy task to be a man. (Harvey S. 1933, 2)
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And so Sherman set out for Mount Oread and the University of Kansas
on January 2, 1883, where he would, “change from getting book learning
from the little stone school house on the hill to the big stone school house
on the hill...both in sight of each other.”
The next day after attending chapel classes [Sherman wrote], and watching
the students separate and go to their classes, I found my way to the Chancel
lor’s office to formally enroll as a student. It was a cozy room with fine fur
nishings and I wondered how it was heated, as I saw no stove like [the one]
at the little stone school house or a fireplace like at my early home. I met
there three young white men, bent on the same mission. They were from the
country like me, and about as dumb—all fellow companions in nervousness,
and wondering what was next. Soon the Chancellor, Dr. Marvin, came; dig
nified but with kind and gentle words he put us at ease, learned our wants,
and advised us what to do, and told us to whom and where to report for
instruction. Thus did my college life begin. (Harvey S. 1933, 3)

Sherman noted that the students were “cosmopolitan, coming from
families in all walks of life, from the country and town” (3). Further he
stated that, “[They] were friendly and sociable, which helped to make my
first term pleasant, and with success in my studies [I was] filled with hope
and encouragement for the future.” He said he “took little part in the
social life of the student body, [or] in athletics ... except baseball, [playing
on two teams] and earning the coveted “K.” He was elected class orator,
and given a life pass to attend all competitive games played at the Univer
sity. Finally, he said,
After six years of hard study, with misgivings at times, pleasures and some
hardships—like poor clothing ... David and Rebecca Harvey, ex-slaves,
proud with tears of joy, sat and saw their boy, born in Kansas, receive the
first diploma given by the University to a Kansas Negro, and receive the
plaudits of the audience along his white classmates. (Harvey S. 1933, 4)

Sherman would go on to earn a law degree from KU, teach in the Law
rence Public Schools, and serve as a captain in the Spanish-American War.
He traveled to the Philippines and set up a law practice, staying there for
nineteen years. His brother Frederick studied medicine at KU, graduating
in 1891, and then attending Mehary Medical College in 1892 (Biography
of the Harvey Family 2012, 1). While the medical school would not be
fully operational until 1905, African American medical students could
spend their first two years of study at KU, but would have to move on to
black institutions for clinical practice, as KU did not allow African Ameri
can students to do clinical rotations or, quite frankly, be in positions where
they would have to examine white patients. The argument was that with
the medical school being located near the Missouri border, with white
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patrons crossing over the state line for services, they feared the university
program could not stay in business if those whites refused to be seen or
touched by black medical students or doctors. This racist practice would
continue until 1938 (“Rejecting Rejection” n.d., 1). And so again, the
racial and social contradictions within the institution prevailed—on the
one hand the university openly admitted black students to the medical
school, suggesting indeed that they had the tools and capacities and intel
lects to one day become doctors, but then slammed the door in their face
when it came time to do clinical work. But Frederick did indeed receive
his medical degree from Mehary and returned to practice medicine in
Kansas City, Kansas and Lawrence. Edward S. Harvey graduated from KU
in 1894, worked for two years in Washington D.C. as secretary to Con
gressman J. D. Bowersock, and then returned to Lawrence in 1901 to
farm and become a community leader (Biography of the Harvey Family

2012, 1).

W E W ILL EVER SING HER PRAISES, HAIL TO O LD KU

The Harvey brothers represent a group of African Americans at the end
of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century that came to the univer
sity knowing they could subsist within a bifurcated and difficult system,
but a system that at least let them in. Indeed, by 1909, some 211 black
students matriculated through various programs (Peace 1909). Larry
Peace, class of 1909, in his analysis of the African American experience,
stated that students seemed to find acceptance outside of campus, form
ing literary societies and other social clubs, and of course through church
organizations. Further, he outlined very clearly the complex nature of
their status—saying that whites expected nothing of them and the black
community expected everything:
It may be found that one of the great differences between white and colored
students in the University lies in the circumstances under which each race
accomplishes what it does. If it is more difficult for some colored students to
rank high in scholarship from a standpoint of grades, than it is for white
students, it may be owing to the fact that this excellence is not expected of
them. Good work on the part of a colored student nearly always calls forth
comment, or even expressions of surprise. The white students do not neces
sarily have to meet a condition of this nature. [Further], for reasons, too
obvious to be discussed, the associates of the colored students are not men
and women schooled and highly cultured, both home and abroad. He has
not the lure of the Phi Beta Kappa or other honorary society, with friends
and relatives to assist him, to advise and direct him, in order to make an
enviable record. The white student may have all of these favors. (301-02)
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Peace noted too that most every black student worked outside of school
to afford tuition, and that the work was, “not remunerative,” and often
took time away from study: “There were no clerks, stenographers, book
keepers, and the like [among the student population]. There were tablewaiters, janitors, porters, farmers, maids, and laundresses” (302). To add
to the financial burden, these students were called upon to engage in the
social events of the day and to represent their race proudly. According to
Peace:
[These students] were bound to their social duties. The white student can
forego any social demands with impunity and applause, while he is at
school. This is not true of the colored students; his social opportunities and
obligations increase with his schooling. If he is not brave enough to ignore
adverse criticism, and remain loyal to his studies, his scholarship must suf
fer. It is true, he is needed in society; he is from the best homes, perhaps, so
that much is expected of him; nevertheless, he has yet to learn that toil for a
living, society, and scholarship, do not make an harmonious trio. (302-03)
But even with the obvious strain of these realities, Peace stated, “How
ever well or ill [these students] and graduates fared while in school, all are
emphatic in their loyalty to a great University where men and women
from the humblest walks of life, and without money, can tarry and get wis
dom” (303). And so there seems to have been this sense of devotion to the
institution even in these overtly racist times. In reviewing the recollections
of Sherman Harvey, there appeared to be no feelings of bitterness or
anger about his experiences as a student there. Indeed, he stated:
I learned from contact with the faculty, composed of men and women, the
value of high social and moral standards, [and of their continuous devotion]
to the welfare of the students; and from contact with the students both as
individuals and groups I learned the value of comradeship, competition,
and sportsmanship. (4)
But there can be no denying that an undercurrent of racism perm eated
the campus—the yearbook in 1894 for example, jokingly noted that on
Friday, August 3, “The first colony of Coons settle[d] in Lawrence,” and a
clearly racist drawing depicting the music departm ent head was also
included (Yearbook 1894, 14). So it is unclear whether the Harvey brothers
and others simply took this unfortunate reality for granted and merely
adjusted their expectations, or if their overall experiences were positive
enough to outweigh any blatant racism they may have endured. What is
clear is that whatever good feelings Sherman Harvey had of the university
upon his graduation, they soon gave way to eventual resentment and fury,
when some thirty-five years later, he would be called upon to “help adjust
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the unjust segregation [and] protest the discriminatory policies” of KU’s
Chancellor, Dr. Ernest Lindley, who served from 1923-1939 and believed
very deeply in the need to segregate by race on campus (Harvey S. 1933,
4). Indeed, while there was of course evidence of racism at the university
prior to this time, by the 1920s even more restrictions were set in place
and they were sanctioned by the administration. African American stu
dents could no longer participate in sports programs or any other extra
curricular activities.
Black students sat in segregated areas—usually in the balcony—at concerts
and basketball games. Even the Kansas Union cafeteria was segregated;
white persons could sit in the Jim Crow section, but not vice-versa. Further
more, Black students could not attend University dances. Black women
could not live in dormitories, and no white fraternity or sorority would
pledge an African American. There were other insults and humiliations as
well: White women pointedly refused to use toilets by Black women. And a
history professor seated his classes alphabetically—whites first, then blacks
in the back row. (Tutde 2001, 144)

And much adored (still) Dr. Forrest C. “Phog” Allen, a KU student in 1904
and later head of the Athletics Department and coach of the basketball
team for decades, originally wanted little to do with black athletes, alleg
edly saying that, “no colored man [would] ever have a chance as long as
he [was] there” (144). He of course changed his mind when he had the
opportunity to bring Wilt Chamberlain to KU in the 1950s and he, like
some 200 or so other coaches nationwide, aggressively pursued the young
basketball star'. Amber Reagan-Kendrick (2004) notes:
African American students at KU [during this time] were anything but equal
and ... attending a predominantly white institution became a crusade that
required perseverance and courage. Certainly, students at Black institutions
of higher learning found the quest for liberal arts education to be smoother
through mutual support and positive reinforcement. (18)

As stated earlier, we know from research on historically black colleges
and universities (Siddle-Walker 2000; Anderson 1988; Gasman and Gei
ger 2012) that black students who attended segregated institutions during
the same time period did indeed thrive as the result of a system that
placed their needs at the center and where high expectations were held
for all. So, when this level and type of care was not in place in the institu
tion, black students had to seek refuge wherever they could—in the com
munity, amongst their few peers, and perhaps in their families. It is a
testament to their character that they survived at all.

Blacks in Crimson and Blue
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Today, the Allen Fieldhouse (named for Phog Allen), continues to rock
with fervor and excitement during basketball season, and students and
fans camp out days ahead of each game for prime seats and to pack the
arena. When they arrive, they are treated to a wild opening act—full of
show-stopping music, Hollywood lighting effects, and of course, old video
footage of KU’s glorious victories. This footage is shown on a gigantic
jumbo-tron and the crowd erupts at the sight of a particular three-point
shot that helped clinch the national title a few years ago. It is as if they’ve
never seen the shot before and they’re still worrying if it is going to fall.
But along with that footage—at the beginning of the game, is John
Steuart Curry’s iconic portrait of John Brown, Tragic Prelude, and the
crowd erupts almost as loudly upon seeing it. Here, in the Allen Fieldhouse on game day—there is pride about the city’s roots and its history
and it is almost as if John Brown himself is out there in uniform, or is at
least in the stands cheering—and the implication is clear: A Jayhawk win
means victory over tyranny and evil—especially if they are playing Mis
souri. As stated earlier, the university and town are steeped in contradic
tion—they at once want desperately to claim their proud abolitionist pasts
but also clearly struggled greatly throughout history with what it actually
meant to allow freedom and justice for all.
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